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QOANTITATIVE E~I’IMATIOI4 OF BYlaW’TRY.

POSSIBLE ~AYS OF APPLI(~ATION IN NATORAL S~IENC’ES

V. I. KOROBKO
Chair of Structural Mechanics

Stavropol State Engineerin£ University

RUSS I A

The criterion for quantitative estimation of plane ~eomet-
rio fi£ures with a convex contour "symmetry" is proposed. The

characteristic of form ranffe (a form factor) is used as such a
criterion. Its use at the researching of some of the problems

concernin~ the mechanics of a defor!mable rigid body proved such
~] approach to be promisin£ for symmetry estimation in many con-
tinual problems of natural sciences related to the planar range.
Resear.ohin~ the particular problems of natural scisnces researc-

hers often make attempts to classify symmetries in order to com-

par’~ various £eometric figures (ranges). For example, the number
of symmetr’y axes (or planes) is determined by the order of sym-
metry (a square has the symmetry of the fourth order); spiral

symmetry, which is manifested in stems texture of many plants,
ls cht~acterized by a leaf cycle - the ratio of leaves number,

lyinff on the £eneratri× and be£inning from the first leaf, to

the number of the splral turns between two leaves on one £ene-
ratriz (the leaf cycle of a fir-tree is

When comparin£ two ~eometric fi£ures the researcher pays

his attention, in the first place, at the presence of symmetry
elements in them. If there is a £reat number of symmetry axes in
one of them, it is considered to be more "regular". A circle is

an absolutely perfect plane figure, the symmetry order of which
is determined by infinity. If the compared figures are of one
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~nd the same symmetry order, then other Eeometrio parameters,

for instance - the proportions of rectangle sides, are conside-

red additionally.

But how to compare two figures having no symmetry axes (an

~specified triangle or quadrangle)? How to compare figures ha-

vin~ the same number of symmetry axes (ellipse and rect~agle)?

Mesearchinff the problems of mathematical physics the known

mathematician G. Poyia proposed to make use of the integral cha-

racteristic of the form (which we later named a form factor

~ the ~eometric criterion characterizing the form of the range.

Thls characteristic is determined as the contour integral mini-

mum from the followin~ ratio:

Kr = m~r~(ds/h) ,
where ds - is the linear element of the geometric figure contour

arc; h - Js the height dropped from a random pbint "a" taken

within the range onto the tangent line to a random point of the

contour. For polygons this factor is to be determined by the

fol]owin~ formula: n

~here n - is the number of the polygon sides; l~ - is the length

of the ~-th s~de; h~ - is the hight dropped from point ° ’a° °  onto

the i-th side of the poligon.

The more complete and detailed researches of this ~eometric

characteristic are presented in the Author’s monograph [13 and

~n the article of his disciples [2]. We present hereunder the

main ~enerality and properties of this characteristic.

I. Kf - ~ves the quantitative estimation to the form of

~eometric figures with a convex contour and may be the criterion

~or their symmetry estimation: the less is Kf, the more "symmet-

ric" is the figure.
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2. Of all the ~reat number of convex f’i~ures a circle has
tr~e ]ess value o£ A’t -- 2~.

3. O1 all £he ~£eat. number oi n-~ons a regular t~ ~,~ ’.’~:
the less v&lue of’

4. 0£ all the  real n~be£ o£ polygons ~iLh the ~iven di-
rection o£ the sides the less vahe o£ fir is noted for that one
the s~des of ~hich ~e tangential Lo the inscribed c~rcle.

5. Of two re~ul~ n-~ons the less value o£ fir ~s noted for
Lha~ one ~hich h~ the ~reater n~ber o£ sides.

Analysin~ the ~ve properties o£ the form £~Lor. zL
not d~fficulL Lo ~e notice o£ the £~ that all o£ them in a
certain m~mer ch~Lerize the "re~ul~iLy" o£ ~eometric
r~s and their "sy~eLry". For ex~p]e, o£ L~o isosceles
les (the ~Lh of them have one ~is o£ s~eLry e~h) more "sym-
metric" wil! be that one the Kr of which is less; i% is more li-
ke ~] equilateral tri~£1e. Let us p~esent the foFm factor

cznff ~£aph~cally dependin~ on the £/~ p~eter (R - is the ma-

ximum radius of the clrcle inscribed into the £i£ure, 9 - is the

minim~ £adius of the ciFcle ciFc~soFibed ~ound it) (Fi~. I).

It h~s benn prove~ [I] that the ~f values for all the £Feat

bet of’ ~eometric fi~uFes (includin£ the s~etric ~d ~y~et£ic

ones) ~e limited by ¢uPvex I, Ill, IV (Fi[. i).

i~~~
Anlysin£ the plots shown

in FiE. I, we first of all
_ i~,. ~¢,,es note the remarkable fact that

all the £reat number of the

ted by the s, ymmetric ones.

,-- i ] ~//~ Ellipses ~ill be the most
symmetric fiEures with res-
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pcct to all the £reat number of convex figures (curve I). Their

2-nd-power symmetry in the limit turns for a circle into infinl-

to power symmetry. Rectangles, the 2-nd-power symmetry of whloh

l~l the limit for a square turns into the fourth-power symmetry.

~u-e the most symmetric wlth respect to the great number of tr~-

angular fiEures and tetra~ons (curve If).

By analogy with the above one can assume that any other

great number of polygonal figures (for example the polygons ha-

vin~ less than eight sides) will be limited from below by octa-

gons having two axis of symmetry which will be turned in the li-

mth into the 8-th-power symmetry (for a regular octa£on), etc.

Solving the problems of structural mechanics we mana£ed to

prove the functional connection of integral phys~co-mechanical
and geometric characteristics of the objects under investigation
with form factor [~, 2], i. e. the dependence on their "symmet-
ry". In view of the fact that there is an analogy of’ mathemati-
cal description for a lot of nature’s physical problems the used
in these operations solution procedure may be carried over to
the study of such problems, i. e. the proposed approach is o£
interdisciplinary character and offers ample scope for the sci-
entists working in Lhe most diverse trends of natural science.
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